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Thank you very much for the kind invitation to attend. In this presentation I’d like to focus on capacity building in bioethics, with a particular focus on effectively embedding ethics in public health responses and research in public health emergencies. 



Decision-making challenges
• Uncertainties: 

• Novel pathogens and technologies
• Rapidly evolving, complex and at times contested 

evidentiary landscapes

• Exceptional burdens on health systems 
• Inequitable impacts on populations
• Procedural fairness

• ‘Having time for ethics’
• Epistemic power
• Inclusive approaches
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To begin, it’s important to recognise the challenges that arise when seeking to develop and implement pandemic responses. One key consideration is that we are typically seeking to make decisions against a background of heightened uncertainties.



Three examples of focal areas 
include:
• Design, implementation and use of digital 

surveillance approaches, and analysis, uses and 
sharing of data

• Rationing and resource allocation
• nationally
• globally

• Pandemic research ethics and oversight
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Responses to pandemics are shaped within complex socio-political contexts with a broad range of actors with differing values, capacities, interests and authorities. These decisions are informed not just by political, scientific and technical considerations, but also inherently involve ethical values and judgements, whether or not these are recognised or made explicit. 



Conceptual debates
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At times decisions must also be made in circumstances where tensions between ethical considerations and values are explicit, as for example, when controlled human infection trials with SARS COV-2 were proposed. 



Research ethics: adaption & exceptionalism

5
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Underpinning these views is broader background of conceptual debate about research ethics in pandemics, including in this case, whether exceptionally high risk levels are acceptable in pandemic research, given increased risks posed by COVID-19, and the substantial potential social value of accelerating vaccine pathways. In practice these arguments have not been convincing and the proposed CHIS were required to comply with current (non-pandemic) norms for thresholds of acceptable risk.Public health emergencies thus highlight the importance both of ensuring ethical considerations are transparently and robustly addressed and the challenges that can arise when doing so. In particular they raise questions about how capacities in bioethics should be built both during public health emergencies, and in inter-pandemic periods.



Website: https://epidemicethics.tghn.org/
Twitter: @epidemicsethics
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/epidemic-ethics/
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To finish this presentation – here are some examples of approaches that I have been involved in to build ethics capacities during the pandemic, and we warmly invite you to join the Epidemic Ethics initiative. Epidemic ethics is a global community of bioethicists and stakeholders involved in public health and research responses to public health emergencies. It aims to bring together the expertise and resource to identify relevant ethical issues and provide real-time, trusted contextual support to communities, policy makes, researchers and responses. Further details are available on our website at https://epidemicethics.tghn.org/.One of most substantial externally facing activity has been the 29 Webinars we have held since April 2020.  On average we have 500 people registered to attend each seminar, of which about half attend and it’s a globally very diverse audience. These audiences have been very engaged and we see for example, many more questions posted during webinars than in other forms of engagement we have undertaken.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/epidemic-ethics/


Casebook of 
ethical issues 
in epidemic 
health 
research

• Prioritisation
• COVID, COVID+ & non-COVID research
• Clinical care
• Public health rollout, ‘robust real-world data’

• Governance
• Procedural and substantive adaptions 

• Prioritisation
• Boundaries
• Adaption

• Adaptive trials & beyond
• Research quality and publication
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In response to a need for practical training resources on research ethics specifically in the context of public health emergencies we are also developing a Casebook. Case studies are a highly adaptable capacity building approach to facilitate higher levels of cognitive engagement with analysis, evaluation and application of relevant concepts in practical situations. We issued a global call for submissions of real world case studies by bioethicists, researchers and research ethics committees in 2021 and were delighted to receive and include cases from around the globe, and the Casebook will be published as an open access resource later in 2022.  



Thank you
Susan.bull@ethox.ox.ac.uk
Susan.bull@auckland.ac.nz
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Thank you so much for your time, please don’t hesitate to contact me if you would like to discuss any aspects of this further.
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